Solution Brief

The Integris Suite of Backup and Recovery Solutions

Your Best Defense Against Data Loss
If the worst happens—a cyber attack, a natural disaster, or a critical data loss—how quickly could your business
recover? With the right combination of data backup products, Integris can help your network get up and running
again fast. Our data backup and recovery solutions protect your devices, your software, your ﬁles, and your
operating systems, all for one scalable, monthly fee. Depending on your risk tolerance, we have solutions that
can backup in near real time, several times a day, or once a day. Your recovery speed can be tailored to your
business needs as well. It all depends upon your budget and needs. Let us help you choose the right backup
solution for your business.

Backup Solutions

Backup Protection You Can Count On
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Overview
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1 Onsite and offsite Server Backup
with Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery (BCDR)
A powerful tool for disaster recovery,
our comprehensive disaster backup
creates a ransomware resistant
recovery system for all your data. Using
inverse chain technology, this product
provides a string of system snapshots
that pull backups from any point in
time—either a single document, or an
entire reboot. Its integrated ransomware scans provide an extra layer of
protection, as it detects possible
ransomware infections as backups are
being stored. This is our most robust
backup solution and is appropriate for
organizations that want to minimize
data loss and downtime.

2 Offsite Server Backup
Scaled speciﬁcally for more budget conscious small and medium-sized businesses, this system gives you the peace
of mind that all your data stored on your server(s) are also backed up in the cloud.
3 Microsoft 365 Backup
This solution offers comprehensive backup and recovery for critical business data that lives in Microsoft 365 and
Google Workspace applications, including OneDrive, SharePoint, Teams, Gmail, Google Drive, and more.
4 Azure Cloud Backup
Workloads running in Azure are not automatically backed up. Our Azure continuity system is designed to ﬁll that gap,
providing secure, hourly Azure backups to the cloud. The system is seamless, so you’ll have true business continuity
in the event of natural disaster, ransomware attacks and outages.
5 Cloud Backup for Workstations
What do you do when a company laptop/workstation is stolen, broken, or infected with malware? This solution comes
to the rescue with complete cloud back up with snapshot protection. The solution can restore single ﬁles or an entire
device’s backup without any extra equipment required.

Contact Us for a Free Consultation!
integrisit.com/contact or sales@integrisit.com

